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ABSTRACT

slowpoke transcriptome with proteomic validation to
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Pika[20].Lastly, X-rays were performed on the eleventh day to observe changes in caudal skeletal structure after regeneration .
Results:
All slowpokes experienced tail regeneration, with full functionality restored by day ten, though full length was not observed until
day 20. X-rays confirmed that the regenerated tail did not consist
of individual vertebrae separated by tendons as normal, but by
a cartilaginous notochord-like structure from which new bones
grew. The transcriptome consisted of 8675309 non-redundant
transcripts with a N50 of over 9000. From this, 420000 putative
transcripts were annotated and around 69000 transcripts were
validated by mass spectrometry-based proteomics. Bioinformatical
analysis revealed 321 proteins specific for regeneration, with peak
activity throughout the first 4 days of regeneration. The only other proteins whose expression changed during this time were the
765 lure gland proteins, of which 98 were identified as relating to
the lure production. Their expression fell to near 0 after autotomy, reaching normal levels by day threeve [21]. All data has been
uploaded to GeneBanette (MAG Num. 3.14159265359).
Discussion:

journal operated by OMICS and Longdom Publishing, which are
one and the same], they should receive zero credit or recognition
for it. Institutions should educate their faculty on the existence
of predatory journals with the same rigor that they teach laboratory safety, and use legitimate indexes as lists of valid journals, at
least until a Bealle’s type blacklist of predatory publishers can be
re-established.
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